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Forward
D

uring the settling of the
Midwest to Southwest to
Western territories (later to
become U.S. states), brave
and risk-taking entrepreneurs from farmers to business
people could be seen crossing the
plains, fording swollen rivers, and
blazing trails across the mountains
in their frontier wagon trains, with
a hearty “Forward Ho” heard every
morning and after each rest break.
These forward-thinking individuals
persevered under the most dangerous circumstances and adapted, hit
by one new challenge after another.
For many, the end of the year and
the beginning of the next one is much
like the travels by wagon trains of
yesteryear. This is a great time to reflect
where you – as the small business owner, entrepreneur, C Suite executive, or
even the crazy-busy sales person – see
how far you or your company has traveled during the past 12 months. What
makes this reflection even more difficult
is the rapid speed of change brought
on by technology and science advancements that seem to spawn a plethora of
“Forward Ho” business trends.
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Forward Ho with Mobile Technology
Probably the most relevant trend
is mobile technology. Years ago, mobile technology was two-way radios,
as these devices were mobile and used
the air waves for transmissions. Now
in the 21st century, there are smart
devices, from phones to tablets to laptops, all with the capability to receive
and transmit through the airwaves.
If you don’t think mobile technology is changing the business
landscape or how you travel forward
to increase sales or build customer
loyalty, then possibly these facts
may convince you to start thinking
differently:
╭ 5.3 billion mobile subscribers,
or 77% of the world’s population.
(Source: mobiThinking)
╭ By 2014, mobile will exceed the PC
as the most popular way to access the
Web. (Source: mobiThinking)
╭ eMarketer estimates in 2012 a
16-22% increase from the current
$1 to $3 billion in mobile marketing
advertising.

HO!
╭ In 2015, mobile advertising is
predicted to reach $4.4 billion to possibly $15 billion-plus. (eMarketer and
mobiThinking)
╭ 81% of U.S. publishers (newspapers,
magazines, and B2B) state that a mobile website is crucial to their overall
marketing strategy. (Source: Audit
Bureau of Circulation)
╭ 48% of Pandora users access this
music streaming service exclusively
through their mobile devices
╭ Tablet ownership increases the frequency of mobile buying, improves the
purchase experience, and makes customers who own both smartphones and
tablets use their smartphones more
often. (Source: IpsosOTXMediaCT)
╭ E-Readers such as Kindle, IPad, or
smartphones read more than nonmobile owners do, and are more likely
to buy books. (Source: Harris Poll)
Each day, the facts and trends
about the impact of mobile technology continue to grow. Bottom line

is, if your website isn’t moving with a
Forward Ho by being mobile-friendly,
then your business may be losing critical visitors, sales leads, and even more
important, increased sales.

Forward Ho with Social Media

t Twitter
• Twitter’s users are the most
influential online customers.
• Twitter, since 2006, has 200 million users.
• Over 50 million daily tweets

During the past two years especially, social media has skyrocketed,
partly due to the impact of mobile
technology. Web users can access
their Twitter, LinkedIn, Facebook,
YouTube, or whatever other social
media accounts they have, all from
their mobile devices. The growth
of social media is evidenced by
these facts.

i LinkedIn

f Facebook

Y YouTube

• Facebook has over 800 million
users: 1 in 9 people on the planet.
• More than 2 billion daily posts on
Facebook.
• Almost half (350 million users)
access Facebook with mobile devices.

• YouTube is the second most-popular
search engine.
• Average YouTube user spends 15
minutes.
• YouTube is the third most-visited
site, behind Google and Facebook.

• LinkedIn has 120 million users,
with 50% outside of the U.S.
• 2 million companies have LinkedIn
Pages.
• 75 of the Fortune 100 companies use
LinkedIn as part of the hiring process.
• Average LinkedIn profile is male,
middle-aged, more affluent and
educated.

• 60% of all Web traffic comes from
online video.

L Blogs
• Over 100 million active blogs,
ranging from personal to topic to
corporate to blended.
• Mobile blogging is growing, with
over 5 million mobile subscribers.
• Proven social media strategy to
increase primary website traffic.
As great cooks have said, “the
proof is in the pudding,” and social
media is a very dollar-rich pudding.
A McKinsey study revealed that, of
those surveyed, 69 percent reported
gains in product innovation, lower
costs, etc., all through social media.
Online customer support reduced
calls while improving lines of communication internally and externally. Social media is a free tool for
recruitment, hiring, and distribution of marketing content.
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Just as mobile technology presents
a challenge, so does social media. Having a clear, well-defined strategic plan
and an integrated marketing plan that
infuses both inbound marketing (social media and referrals) and outbound
marketing (traditional marketing such
as paid advertisements, tradeshows,
business-to-business networking, etc.)
will be even more critical to business
and organizational success.

Forward Ho with Human Capital
The current and ongoing retirement of the Baby Boomers (a/k/a
the Silver Tsunami) will place even
greater strains on any organization
to move forward. These employees
within the U.S. workforce, born
between 1946 and 1964, comprise
76 million individuals or about onethird of the current workforce. Even
with the economic downturn, there
still aren’t enough younger workers
to replace them, and labor shortages
will necessitate a rethinking specific
to recruitment, flex-time, retirement,

Even with the economic
downturn, there still aren’t
enough younger workers to
replace them [Baby Boomers],
and labor shortages will
necessitate a rethinking
specific to recruitment,
flex-time, retirement, and
overall productivity.
and overall productivity.
Then there is the multi-generational challenge, with some Baby
Boomers not retiring at 65 due to the
ongoing economic slowdown, and having to deal with Generation X (born
between 1965 and 1976), as well as
Generation Y (born between 1977 and
1989). Workers from these two generations have very different characteristics
from the Baby Boomers.

Beyond all the individual
employee issues, technology and
science again will affect human
capital. Some reports suggest that
up to 50 percent of all available jobs
in 2040 are at this time in 2011 unknown – even the brightest minds
don’t know where science and
technology will be 30 years from
now. Just look at mobile phones to
see the incredible advancement of
technology. Back in 2008, I purchased a top-of-the-line Blackberry
phone with 64MB of memory and
768 MB for reserved application
memory. My recent iPhone has 4GB
of memory and cost less than when
I bought my no-longer-functional
three-year-old Blackberry.
Having a well-developed, selfdirected workforce, where individual
leadership is united with a team
collaboration mentality, will allow
organizations to truly move ahead
of their competitors by creating a
Forward Ho organizational culture.

Forward Ho Branding Behaviors
Here is one area where many
small businesses have failed to
understand and embrace branding
behaviors, or what is called “behavioral targeting.” For example, a
recent report by EyeTrackShop used
a simple webcam to track the value
of the gazing at mobile devices. The
results found the iPhone visually
more appealing by 138 percent than
the other mobile devices.
Science, through MRIs, has
analyzed brain activity to reveal
how people make decisions. Neuroscience will continue to be used to
track the psychographics behind the
buying decision.
Behavioral targeting based upon
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for marketing, for training, or for
just communicating will continue
to explode. Integrating videos into
marketing, whether for B2C (business to consumer or retail) or B2B
(business to business), will become
the new norm.

Forward Ho Global Marketplace

this research will become the norm
and not the exception.

Forward Ho Capital Investments
In the past, capital investments for many small business
owners ranged from new vehicles
to office or manufacturing space
or new equipment (usually not
considering technology such as
computers).
Now technology has changed
the marketplace, and updates to
software and hardware need to
be part of all strategic plans. As
technology enhancements continue
to improve, current technology
(computers) hardware will require
faster processors as well as ongoing training.
Technology security will also be
another new area for capital investments. No longer will security be a
factor for just those “big guys” who
are guarding the latest innovation.
Small businesses will be relying on
security to keep their employees safe,
in addition to safeguarding their
company’s financial and innovation
activities.

Today the marketplace is no longer across the street, but across the
world. Customers can download songs
and e-books, not to mention other
electronic products, to view videos.
Businesses can interact with their
customers across the oceans through
Skype, text messaging, and e-mail.
Webinars and conference calling save
millions of dollars in travel and training expenses.
The marketplace is definitely
global and continues to expand every
day. In his book Visions: How Science
Will Revolutionize the 21st Century,
Michio Kaku provides a glimpse
into the future. He illustrates how

quantum mechanics, biogentics,
and artificial intelligence will continue to change the way we live and
conduct business. The concept of
“Beam me up, Scotty” is much closer
than many people realize. Just think
about the impact of this breakthrough to logistics alone.
For today’s small business owner
to entrepreneur, the vehicles may
have changed (no longer wagons
pulled with horses or oxen), and the
technology is different; but the desire
to be successful, to blaze new trails
to go where no other man or woman
has gone, is still embedded within the
human spirit. So let the change come,
and shout “Forward Ho!” N
Leanne Hoagland-Smith, executive
consultant, corporate coach and author,
helps innovative leaders at all levels and
in all industries to dramatically improve
their teams’ results. What this looks like,
and why, differs for each firm, so a free
strategy session is offered by forwarding a
request to leanne@processspecialist.com.

Forward Ho Sustainability
Again, technology is driving
sustainable solutions, and this
doesn’t necessarily mean green.
Sustainable solutions are those
that create profitability from
people, processes, and the environment. Now each dollar can be better
scrutinized as to how it can create a
continuum of profitability.

Forward Ho Videos
With Google owning YouTube
and YouTube the second most-popular search engine, the use of videos
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